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COVID 19 and Indian Economy

Prof. Jayati Ghosh, eminent economist at the Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, speaking on COVID 19 and Indian Economy at the webinar Solidarity Series: Conversations during lockdown & beyond. More about the webinar below.

Random Reflections

Economic Package Needed for the Country

Everyone accepts that the Covid-19 problem is not going to end by April 14. When we were all expecting an economic package, the PM asked us to hold candles and light them. To revive the economy, it is going to take long and we don’t know when the corona virus will go away. When will we reach herd immunity?

Read More..

New Report

Smart City in Indore: A Case Study

This case study of Smart City projects in Indore includes an overview of the city and the development work behind these projects. It begins with information about the city of Indore and a background of how the Smart City Mission (SCM) was conceptualised and then executed through Area Based Development projects and Pan City projects.

Read More..

Depositors Paying the Price of Corporate Bad Loans

All these irresponsible and incautious activities of the banks show that banks have shifted their focus from mass retail banking to profit-oriented corporate banking. They are favouring corporate firms and putting the burden on common people. It has become a completely unfair and unjust system for the small depositors.

Read More..

Solidarity Series: Conversations during lockdown & beyond

With COVID-19 situation taking over all walks of life, on behalf of several organisations, an online series has started to discuss the evolving issues. The solidarity series of webinars aims at facilitating dialogue and understanding among participants.

Read More.